This paper presents a integrated solution to track multiple non-rigid objects (pedestrians) 
Introduction
Tracking non-rigid objects (humans) and classifying their motion is a challenging problem. Effective solutions to these problems would lead to breakthroughs in areas such as video surveillance, motion analysis and recognition.
Tracking people in relatively unconstrained, cluttered environments as they form groups, and part from one another requires robust methods that cope with the varied motions of the humans, occlusions, and changes in illumination. When occlusion is minimal, a single camera may be sufficient to reliably detect and track objects, although, in most cases, robust tracking of multiple people through occlusions requires human models to disambiguate occlusions [11] . However, when the density of objects is high, the resulting occlusion and lack of visibility requires the use of multiple cameras and cooperation between them so that the objects are detected using information available from all the cameras covering a surveillance area [9, 13] .
The system described on this paper explore the combination of multiple cameras to solve the problem of autonomously detect and track multiple people in a surveillance area. Since no a priori model of people is available, the paper presents a tracking method based on appearance: tracking the perception of people's movements instead of tracking their real structure. An improved image tracking mechanism that combines image segmentation and recursive trajectory estimation is proposed. The recursive approach is used to feedback into the image tracking level the ground-plane predicted target information. The integration of this information in the image tracking level enables robust tracking of multiple pedestrians, helping to disambiguate problems of temporary occlusion (people crossing, forming and leaving groups) as well permanent occlusion situations (people standing behind closets). The ground-plane pedestrians trajectory prediction is obtained fusing the information supplied by the multiple cameras, managing people's grouping. Several target cues are used to disambiguate between possible candidates of correspondence in the tracking processes: spacial and temporal estimation, color and object height.
Experiments in tracking multiple objects in a dual camera setup with common field of view are presented. An accurate ground-plane trajectory prediction is obtained under several types of occlusion.
Related work
The problem of multiple tracking in multiple cameras has been widely studied. In [10] , only relative calibration between cameras is used, and the correspondence is established using a set of feature points in a Bayesian probability framework. Geometric features of the targets such as the height of a person are used. The system is able to predict when a person is about to exit the current camera's field of view and selects the next optimal view for tracking. Occlusion problems are not robustly solved. The continuous tracking of moving objects in each view using a Tensor Voting based approach was presented in [19] . The objects trajectory is obtained by performing a perceptual grouping in 2D+t using Tensor Voting. The same authors presented a solution for continuous tracking of moving objects observed by multiple, heterogeneous cameras [18] . They addressed the tracking problem by separately modelling motion and appearance of the moving objects using two probabilistic models. Multiple color distribution components were used for the appearance model and the motion model was obtained using a Kalman Filter process. The tracking was performed by the maximization of a joint probability model. A system for tracking people in multiple uncalibrated cameras was presented in [17] . The system is able to discover spacial relationships between the camera fields of view and use this information to correspond between different perspective views of the same person. They proposed a solution to find the limits of the field of view (FOV) of a camera as visible in the other cameras, and the FOV constraint was used to disambiguate between possible candidates of correspondence. In [16] a multi-camera system based on Bayesian modality fusion was used to track people in a indoor environment. The system integrates multiple modalities based on motion continuity and the apparent color, using a kalman filter to estimate motion and modelling color as Gaussian mixture models in hue and saturation space. A solution with non-calibrated cameras was proposed in [20] . The camera calibration information is recovered by observing motion trajectories in the scene. Motion trajectories in different views are randomly matched against one another and plane homographies obtained for each match. The correct homography is the one that is statistically more frequent. A multiple camera solution was also presented by [13] to deal with severe occlusions situations. This approach assumes the use of calibrated cameras and that people are moving on a calibrated ground plane. Different characteristics of people, like color models at different heights of the person, are modelled in order to facilitate the segmentation of people in a crowded scene. The system uses an iterative solution for segmentation and ground plane position estimation, using segmentation results to find people's ground plane positions and the positions thus obtained to obtain segmentations. A multi camera image tracking was developed by [9] . Moving objects are detected by using background subtraction and viewpoint correspondence between the detected objects is established by using the ground plane homography constraint. The objects are tracked in 3D using a linear kalman filter. The problem of auto-calibration of a set of cameras was addressed by [15] . They employ a simple learning calibration procedure by merely watching objects entering, passing through and leaving the monitored scene. A linear model of the projected height of objects in the scene was used in conjunction with world knowledge about the average person height to recover the image to ground plane transformation of each camera. Each camera defines its own ground plane coordinate system. A Hough transform technique was used to recover the transformations between these local ground planes. A solution for counting people in crowds with a real time network of image sensors was presented in [14] . In this system, groups of image sensor segment foreground objects from the background, aggregate the resulting silhouettes over a network, and compute a planar projection of the scene's visual hull. This projection was to bound the number of possible location of people.
Multiple Target Detection
In this system, only moving objects are considered as targets (pedestrians). As the camera (sensor node) is fixed, target detection is based on a combination of motion detection and brightness and chromaticity distortion analysis. This approach allows a robust segmentation of shading background from the ordinary background or moving foreground objects. The background image model is regularly updated to compensate for illumination change and to include or remove in the background model the objects that stopped or started their movement in the field of view of the camera. The detection model has to face two kinds of problems: it has to deal with image processing problems, solving problems like noise, shadows, reflections and highlights, and also more common segmentation/tracking problems like occlusions, split and merge of targets and the appearance or lost of targets.
Due to the non-rigid nature of the human motion, and since de present system don't use any kind of information concerning human shape, a segmented foreground region can either correspond to the perception of noise (e.g shadows, ghosts), a real moving target (e.g human body), just part of that target (e.g. head or hand of a person) or a group of targets (e.g. a crowd).
To solve the noisy perception of the target, is special when the detection module segments shadows and highlights has being part of the target, the brightness and color distortion approach proposed by [4] for static image background models was expanded to the case of dynamic image background models. Problems concerning incomplete single target perception due to occlusion, incorrect segmentation and targets split/merge was solved at the single-view tracking module combining the output of the image processing module and the information feedback from the ground-plane tracker (master node).
Moving target segmentation
Each pixel in a new image is classified as one of background (B), object (O), shadow (S) or highlight (H) and ghost (G). The clustering of foreground pixels is based on the following validation rules
Representing E t RGB (x) = µ t RGB (x) the expected background pixel's RBG value, the brightness distortion α x is a scalar value that brings the observed color close to the expected chromaticity line. It is obtained by minimizing
2 representing α x the pixel's strength of brightness with respect to the expected value. α x is 1 if the brightness of the given pixel in the current image is the same as in the reference image. α x is less than 1 if it is darker, and greater than 1 if it becomes brighter than the expected brightness. Color distortion is defined as the orthogonal distance between the observed color and the expected chromaticity line. The color distortion of a pixel x is given by
. The brightness distortion and the chromaticity distortion equations become
Applying the suitable thresholds to the brightness distortion α x and to the chromaticity distortion CD(x) of a pixel x yields an object mask M (x) according to
where α x and CD(x) represent the normalized brightness distortion and normalized chromaticity distortion respectively. The normalization of α x and CD(x) is obtained by
where a x and b x represents, respectively, the variation of the brightness distortion and chromaticity distortion of pixel x, defined as a x = RM S (α x ) and b x = RM S (CD(x)). In [4] the RMS values are obtained during the modelling of the static background over a stack of N frames. In a dynamic background model, just like the one adopted in this system, the RMS values need to be dynamically updated. In order to overcome this constraint, the RMS values are constantly updated considering only the pixels detected as background.
The three-frame difference rule suggests that a pixel x in frame t is moving if its intensity I t RGB (x) has changed significantly between both the current image t and the last image t − 1, and the current image t and the next-to-last frame t − 2. Based on this rule, an image mask for moving pixels is create using
where δ RGB (x) are thresholds for R, G, B image components for pixel position x. Moving pixels are clustered into connected regions defining a bounding box per region.
Each pixel of the background image is modelled by a multidimensional Gaussian distribution in RGB space (mean and standard deviation). These parameters are updated with each new frame using the following linear filter
being α used to control the rate of adaptation (0 ≤ α ≤ 1). A critical situation occurs whenever objects stop their movement for a period or when objects modelled as being part of the background start moving. To deal with this situation, each pixel has a state transition map defining a dynamic pixel rate of adaptation. Pixels that have changed from a background state to a ghost state will have a high rate of adaptation whereas those changing from moving object state to ghost state will have a low rate of adaptation. The state transition map will encode in all the moving object pixels the elapsed time since the beginning of the object movement. Different rates of adaptation are used according to
where ∇t is the elapsed time since the target stopped its movement and
being (w b , h b ) the width and height of the bounding box respectively, f r the frame rate and (v x , v y ) the image velocity components of the bounding box center of mass. This solution enable the detection of moving objects that stopped their motion for a period of time avoiding also the detection of the ghost cast created when background objects start moving. The output of the target segmentation module is basically a collection of blobs that represents the segmented shape of the moving targets. Figure 1 shows the result of the target detection process in one of the static camera nodes. 
Image target model
The target model adopted is composed of three primitives: the image coordinates of the point of contact of the pedestrian with the ground plane,
T , the image coordinates of the head of the pedestrian,
T , and the width of the bounding box (w b ) measured at the center of mass. Assuming an upright walking posture for pedestrians, the coordinate pairs p f and p h are defined as the intersection of the line passing through the bounding box center of mass and the image vanishing point of the vertical posture with the top and bottom lines of the bounding box (figure 2). This approach enables a very precise detection of the feet and head of the pedestrians. Two additional target cues have been used: the color information associated to the blob and the estimated 3D height of the target. A target n is defined by T n = {p 
Target color model
In order to track people consistently, in special when they merge and split, each pedestrian's appearance must be modelled. This information is particularly important during the tracking despite the ambiguities that may arise with partial occlusion and grouping. Color is a very important cue and play an important role in this process. A color model is built and adapted to each tracked target, being updated with each new frame.
Color distributions have been effectively modelled for tracking using both color histograms and gaussian mixture models [8] . Although both approaches perform well, on the present solution color histograms have been used. To avoid problems due to changing light intensity, a simple color constancy algorithm was used that normalizes the R,G,B color components through
An histogram H n (i) simply counts the number of occurrences of i = (r , g ) within the detected blob for pedestrian n. A discrete probability distribution is obtained from the histogram P (i|n) =
Hn(i) A n
, where A n is the area of the target blob in pixels. Histogram models are adaptively updated by storing the histograms as probability distributions and updating them as P t (i|n) = βP t−1 (i|n) + (1 − β)P tar t (i|n), where P tar t (i|n) is the probability distribution obtained from current image, and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1.
Each normalized color component (r , g ) is quantized into 64 values (6 bits). This give a total of 4096 = 64 2 histogram bins. Histogram color models are matched using the histogram intersection [7] . Given a pair of histograms, H n and H m respectively for target n and model m, each containing k = 4096 bins, the intersection of the histograms is defined as (
The result of the intersection of a model histogram with a target histogram is the number of pixels from the model that have corresponding pixels of the same color in the image. The normalized histogram intersection can be obtained intersecting the discrete probability distribution histogram of the model P m and the target P n ,
Equation 7 (left) is used in a one-to-one target matching, defining the existence of a correct match when M (H n , H m ) > 0.8. Equation 7 (right) is used to detect the presence of a certain target as a member of a group, considering the histogram of the target as the model histogram.
For the tracking purpose, each segmented and tracked target has a target descriptor that stores the updated normalized histogram P t (i|n).
Color information is also used in the master node to disambiguate between possible candidates in the matching process. Since each sensor node has a normalized color histogram for each target, the master combines this information to obtain a
where P G n is the normalized color histogram of target n in the master node, and P (j|n y ) is the normalize color histogram of the target obtained by the sensor node y. P G n is adaptively updated using the same approach proposed for the sensor nodes. fig. 2) , the height of target T n is defined as
Target height model
where p
Knowing the height and ground-plane location of a pedestrian P n , the image projection of his head and feet is modelled as p
The coordinates of the head and feet image projection are obtained bỹ
Single-View Tracking
The single-view tracking aim to track at the image level all moving targets detected and segmented by the image processing level. The main advantage of using this tracking stage is basically to filter out noisy segmented target primitives and to model image occlusions and grouping, increasing the robustness of the global ground-plane pedestrians tracking system.
The target state vector is The system model used is the following discrete model:
where W k is a discrete-time white noise process with mean zero and covariance matrix Q, V k is a discrete-time white noise process with mean zero and covariance matrix R, and W j , V k , and X 0 are uncorrelated for all j and k. We considered the assumption that trajectories are locally linear in 2D and the width of the bounding box changes linearly, resulting for the system model the following linear difference equation X k = A · X k−1 + W k where the system evolution matrix, A k , is based on first order Newtonian dynamics and assumed time invariant. The measurement vector is
T and is related to the state vector via the measurement equation
Image occlusion and grouping management
At this stage it is important to define the concept of an object. An object represents an image tracked target and can be of a single or compound nature. It is represented by the descriptor
where T n represents the object descriptor, ζ n the tracker parameters and j the number of targets associated to the object n. Ł[i] is a list of pointers to the j object descriptors that form the compound object (j > 1).
To disambiguate between possible candidates of correspondence in the tracking process two image cues were used : spacial and temporal estimation and color. The Histogram color matching CM (O n , T n ) = (O n , T n ) and the bounding boxes
were used to build correspondence matrices (CMat) between the a posterior estimated image position objects (Ô n ) and detected targets (T n ) for time frame t. represent the area of the bounding box and the bounding boxes overlapping area. A unitary value at the bottom row represents a 1 ←→ 1 correspondence between the object and the target, values greater than one indicates the existence of object merges and null values indicates the existence of new detected targets. The last column of the matrix indicates the existence of an object split for values greater than one, a 1 ←→ 1 correspondence for unitary values and the lost of an object for null values.
Based on the correspondence matrices, four managers, running in cascade, were used to handle the image objects: split manager, merge manager, new/lost manager and update manager.
The Split manager When a split situation is detected, two possible situations can happen: a compound object split (the most regular case) or a single object split. This last case can happen when a group enter the surveillance area and split.
To handle the compound object split, the manager creates a new correspondence matrix between the objects that form the compound object and the image targets (T n ) that were detected as split candidates. This time the correspondence is based on color histograms and target height, associating a segmented target to each object of the compound object. The descriptors of the objects are recovered from the compound object and added to the tracked object list, associating to each object the segmented target primitives of the target they matched. The compound object descriptor is removed from the tracked objects list and discarded.
For the case of a single split, a new object is created and added to the new born object list. This new object is definitely moved to the tracked object list after being tracked for 5 consecutive frames.
The Merge manager When a merge situation is detected, a compound object descriptor is created and added to the list of object trackers, moving the object descriptors of the merged objects from the tracked object list to a dying object list, decreasing its life vitality over a period of 10 frames, being definitely discarded after this period. The new object descriptor includes the color histograms and the 3D target height of the objects merged (compound objects descriptors) and also the number of targets merged. If a split situation is detected before the death of the objects (ex: objects crossing), the objects descriptors are recovered from the dying objects list to the tracked list.
The New/Lost manager When a null value is detected on the last row of the OR matrix this means that a new object was detected. A single object descriptor is created and included on a list of new born object increasing is life vitality over a stack of 5 frames. After this period, the descriptor is moved to the tracked object list.
If a null value is detected on the last column of the OR matrix a lost object is considered to happen. Its descriptor is moved from the tracked object list to a dying object list decreasing its life vitality for a period of 10 frames over which it is definitely discarded.
The Update manager At this stage, the tracked object list has a complete object → target matching, updating the object trackers with the segmented targets (T n ) information.
The feedback process supplies to each sensor node information about where and how many target should be detected at time k, taking k − 1 observations from n cameras that are fused at the ground-plane tracking level. This information is useful to cross-check the existence of groups and also to validate the cardinal of those groups by counting the number of projected targets that fall inside the bounding area of a detected group. This approach enables a more robust image split/merge and targets grouping.
Target Ground-Plane Mapping
Each one of the elements of the tracked object list has a state vector X k and an associated error covariance matrix P k obtained from the tracker.
Each sensor node has an associated homography
T that maps image points into the ground plane surveillance area, mapping the tracked target's primitives, p f and p h , into the ground plane through the homography transfor-
Considering the existence of a certain uncertainty for the coordinates of p j| j=f,h and an uncertainty for the homography estimation, which are considered uncorrelated, the mapping of p j| j=f,h into the ground-plane will have an associated uncertainty that is given by
where J represents the Jacobian matrices, P k represents the error covariance matrix obtained from the object Kalman filter tracker and P H i the error covariance matrix obtained using the solution proposed by [3] .
Since the 3D target height is modelled as t
, that results on the equation 9, the uncertainty associated to the 3D target height is given by
, where J t h is the Jacobian matrix of equation 9.
Ground-Plane Tracking
The ground-plane tracking level has two major purposes: merge the information mapped on the ground-plane by the sensor nodes and perform the ground-plane tracking of the pedestrians detected by the sensor nodes, managing the group/ungroup occurrences.
Pedestrians are tracked on the ground-plane using a Kalman filter tracker. The state vector is X = [p gṗgpg t h ] T where p g is the pedestrian ground-plane position,ṗ g is the pedestrian velocity andp g is the pedestrian acceleration. t h is the 3D target height. A constant acceleration model was adopted to the pedestrian movement and the height of the pedestrian was modelled as constant. The dimension of the measurement vector is dependent on the number of sensor nodes that are able to detect and track the pedestrian. Assuming this number to be m, the measurement vector is
T , being related to the state vector via the measurement equation
The dimension of the matrix C is 3m * 7. The measurement error covariance matrix V k is defined using the uncertainty ground-plane mapping propagation described on previous section. The ground-plane tracked objects are referenced as Pedestrians and they are represented by the descriptor
, where K n represents the pedestrian descriptor (ground-plane position, height and histogram color), ζ n the tracker parameters and j the number of pedestrians in case of a group. Ł[i] is a list of pointers to the j pedestrian descriptors that form the group (j > 1).
Tracking and group management
At the ground-plane level the major problem to overcame is the group formation. A group is defined when a pedestrian is not visible as a single target in any of the sensor nodes. This definition allow the existence of single and compound groups. A single group is defined when a pedestrian creates a compound object with different pedestrians in each one of the sensor nodes. A compound group is defined when more than one pedestrian shares a common compound object in different sensor nodes. In both cases, the system is unable to obtain the ground-plane position of the pedestrian directly from the sensor nodes.
Correspondence matching between the pedestrian trackers and the mapped measurements from the sensor nodes is obtained using correspondence matrices. The Mahalanobis distance between the a posterior estimated pedestrian position and the ground-plane mapped position is used as a matching measurement. This correspondence is cross-checked by matching the image tracked objects with the projection of the a posterior estimated position of the head and feet of the pedestrian into the image sensor nodes (recursive projection). An example of a correspondence matrix for the binocular case is shown below.
Four managers handled the correspondence and group formation: split, grouping, new/lost and update. The major difference between these managers and the ones used on the single view tracking lies on the grouping occurrence. A split occurrence is detected when a pedestrian match more than one target. The pedestrian descriptors information stored on the compound pedestrian descriptor are recovered and new trackers are created. Color information is used to match the new targets with the pedestrian descriptors. Solving the split occurrences, it is time to handle the grouping occurrences. Analyzing the information stored in the last row of the correspondence matrix several groups can be created, representing the pedestrians grouping. The correspondence matrix for camera 1 establish four groups G , allows the recovery of the ground-plane position of the pedestrians directly from the sensor nodes, which means that the trackers of the pedestrians P 4 , P 5 , P 6 can be updated with the measurement supplied by the sensor nodes. The remaining trackers are unable to be updated directly from the sensor nodes. For these cases, a novel solution was implemented to estimate the ground-plane position of the in group pedestrians. Each compound object map on the groundplane the target primitives p f and p h , defining a straight line on the ground-plane. Different groups define different lines and the estimated position of the pedestrian belonging to these groups is defined as the point that minimize the Euclidean distance to the lines. Figure 3 shows the outcome of this approach on a simulated situation considering the binocular case. Analyzing in detail what happens in this situation, the pedestrians P 1 and P 2 has grouped on the ground-plane defining a compound group whose location is obtained by the intersection of the lines defined by G 
Performance Evaluation and Results
Several experiments in tracking multiple pedestrians has been undertaken. The performance of part of the image tracking process (single view tracking) was evaluated using the PETS2004 benchmark data. The Meet walk split MPEG video sequence was used and the results were compared with the ground-truth values available on the PETS04 database. The results are shown in figure 4 (left) and the performance of the proposed approach is shown in figure 4 (right) . The image orientation of the pedestrian is the orientation of the major axes of the ellipse that was fitted to the detected pedestrian's blob.
The integration of multiple cameras to track multiple targets was analyzed considering two different layouts: an indoor environment and also an outdoor situation. Figure 5 show a few images of the indoor multiple pedestrian tracking with the ground-plane trajectories recovered for both pedestrians. The green boxes superimposed on the images represents the tracked objects while the blue ones represents the image projection (recursive trajectory) of the ground-plane tracked pedestrians. The red dots on the top and bottom of the blue boxes corresponds to the projection of the feet and head of the pedestrian. The lines shown at the bottom represents the occurrence of merge situations at the image level.
The outcome of the proposed solution in an outdoor environment was tested on a small portion of the dataset3 available from PETS2001, to be exact from frame 2625 to frame 2800. The homography transformation of each camera was obtained from the data supplied by PETS2001. Since the location of the cameras was not available the system is unable to estimate the real height of the pedestrians. In order to maintain the robustness of our ground-plane tracking and group management, a virtual height was assumed for all the pedestrians (175cm). The ground-plane trajectories of the pedestrians is shown in figure 6 . The blue dots corresponds to the ground-plane trajectories obtained from camera 1 while the red dot corresponds to the ground-plane trajectories obtained from camera 2. The cyan dots represents the trajectory of a compound pedestrian group.
Although the good performance obtained, the system was unable to manage the situation that occurred when an image compound object was detected only in one of the images. That happened when the group of two boys was detected by camera 1 but was occluded in camera 2 by the tree. The error introduced by the homography transformation for points located far from the calibration area also degraded the performance of the system.
Conclusions
The integration of several visual sensors for a common task of surveillance was presented. A simple and robust solution to handle image occlusion and grouping was proposed. The ground-plane pedestrian grouping and tracking was solved using a very simple solution, obtaining the ground-plane location of the pedestrian or group of pedestrians even in simultaneous camera grouping situations. Experimental results were presented with excellent results on tracking multiple pedestrians.
